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The Regional autonomy has not accompanied with ability to be independent and developing their own regional still become Indonesia’s problem. In the other hand, there still a gap in economy that happened in regional because financial ability based of different regional income. To repair this condition, government under Ministry of Internal Affairs formed PNPM Mandiri Perdesaan to assist region developed by village, include Lampung Provence.

This research was aimed to know the performance of PNPM Mandiri Perdesaan, at Way Hui Village, Jati Agung Sub-District, Lampung Selatan Regency. This research was descriptive research with qualitative approach. To support the research, it use too data collection technique like interview, observation and documentation. Collected data next described in narrative to facilitate the reader.
The result showed most indicator performance in organization performance, such as efficiency, effectiveness, and responsiveness in good way, but the justice. Even individual performance such as quality, quantity, working time and teamwork had good criteria. But the system was not accommodate all villagers needs. And then, the nominal of grant had not supporting region development significantly. The last, there still problem happened sometime in location that causes by social condition technically.
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